IBC Report and Gadget Night

Date: Tuesday October 14th, 2014
Time: Pizza dinner at 6:30 PM, Presentations at 7:00

Location: Rogers Communications Centre – Ryerson University
Room RCC-204 – Eaton Lecture Theatre
80 Gould Street, Toronto, ON, M5B 2K3

Arranged By: Paul Briscoe and Leigh Whitcomb
Sponsor: TBA

IBC Report
The technologies, methods and workflows of our industries are evolving today at a quicker pace than ever before. Equipment previously amortized over a decade or more finds its way to the back room or eBay far sooner than we’re used to. Skills learned such as mastery of some application software pass their best before date as new tools arrive and the hardware platforms and OSs that support them become obsolete. Legacy wiring is being replaced with network topologies. It’s hard to keep up with it all.
Join our panel of industry experts for their take on what’s new at the IBC show, held annually in September in Amsterdam. They will report on the latest and greatest technologies and trends – what’s coming, what’s going, what’s hot and what’s not.

Gadget Night
This is our annual tip of the hat to interesting, cool and even unrelated (to what we do) gadgets and gizmos. A number of presenters will bring along and share their neat whatever-it-is with us.

Do YOU have some interesting thing to show or story to tell? We’d love to have you join us as a presenter. Nothing fancy is required, just you and your gadget, and a willingness to talk about it. Email smptepapers@gmail.com and let us know!

The SMPTE Board of Managers will meet in RCC-102 starting at 4:45 PM.

*Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:30pm, there is no break between presentations*